Message from the General Chairs
PlatCon 2015

On behalf of the organizing committees, it is our pleasure to welcome you to the 2015 International Conference on Platform Technology and Service (PlatCon-15) will be held in Jeju, Korea, January 26-28, 2015.

PlatCon-15 is the 2nd event of the PlatCon conference series which is hosted and organized the ICT Platform Society (ICTPS) and KISTI (Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information) - GSDC (Global Science Experimental Data Hub Center), and technically sponsored by ICRP.

We would like to sincerely thank the invited speakers who kindly accepted our invitations, and in this way, helped to meet the objectives of the conference:

- Habib F. Rashvand, University of Warwick, United Kingdom : “Role of Distributed Intelligence in Multi Mobile Robotic Platforms and Application Paradigm”
- Byeong Ho Kang, University of Tasmania, Australia : “Computer Heuristics in Action Live knowledge in knowledge service platform”
- Eunsoon Cho, Mokwon University, Korea / Vice President, The Korean Society of Educational Technology : “Smart Learning, Smart Touch”

PlatCon-15 will be held at the International Convention Center Jeju (ICC JEJU), Jeju Island, where is one of the world's new 7 Wonders of Nature. There are numerous local attractions that attendees can enjoy, including:

- Jeju National Museum, opened in June 2001, displays 950 pieces out of 7230 collections year round. In the Exhibition room 1 of prehistoric age and archeology are 250 pieces of paleolithic and neolithic artcraft excavated at Gosan-ri
- Jungmun Saekdal Beach is surrounded by steep cliffs that create a cozy and romantic atmosphere. It is situated within the Jungmun Tourism Complex where visitors can enjoy summer vacation by utilizing a variety of entertainment and recreation facilities
- Seopji-Koji, jutting out at the eastern seashore of Jeju Island, is one of the most scenic views with the bright yellow canola and Seongsan Sunrise Peak as a backdrop
- The Jeju Shinyoung Cinema Museum will provide thick nostalgia for everyone, beautiful memories for people in love, and endless dreams for children
- Hallim Park: In this multi-faceted park, the palm trees tower along the road. The “Subtropical Garden” greenhouse showcases some rare subtropical plants and the wild plants of Jeju Island
- Manjang Cave, situated at Donggimnyeong-ri, Gujwa-eup, North Jeju, 30 kilometers east of Jeju City, was designated as Natural Monument No. 98 on March 28, 1970. The 7,416-meter long cave has been officially recognized as the longest lava tube in the world
- Yongduam, a rock showing a writhing dragon with a grudge A dragon living in the Dragon Kingdom wanted to ascend to heaven, but it wasn’t an easy thing to do
- Hangpaduri Fortress is a National Historical Remains No. 396. This place has a special historical meaning as the special capital defense unit that strongly resisted the invasion of Mongolia until the last possible moment fought from here

In addition to the above, there are many places to enjoy the traditional Jeju foods such as Galchiguk (Hairtail fish soup), Kkwong-toryeom (Sliced pheasant meat boiled lightly with vegetables), Kkwong-
memil guksu (Buckwheat noodles with pheasant meat), Jarihoe (raw damselfish), Jarimulhoe (raw
damselfish in chilled broth), Okdom-gui (Broiled sea bream), Seonggeguk (Sea urchin soup), Jeonbokjuk
(Rice porridge with abalone), Obunjagi Kettle Rice, Black Pig Bulgogi Dish, Bingddeok (Bing rice cake)
and etc.

Finally, we would like to express our deepest appreciation to the PlatCon Committee and Chairs for
their constant supports, invaluable guidance and advice all the time. Thanks to all the volunteers,
reviewers, and many people that put extraordinary efforts in this event; we hope you find PlatCon-15
enjoyable and please let us know any suggestions for improvement.
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